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HIGHLIGHTS
 Different degrees of “clustering” were observed in the spatial
distribution, inter-annual variation, and climate-driving effects
on the carbon pools.
 Prominent features were observed in the formation mechanism
of the soil, litter, and root carbon pools.

 The interaction between climate change and the carbon pool is
not a simple linear relation, but consists of different degrees of
constraints.

ABSTRACT
The grassland ecosystems, which are the most widely distributed
terrestrial ecosystems, play an important role in regional climate
change and the global carbon cycle. While researchers worldwide
have spent much effort on quantitatively evaluating organic carbon
at the regional scale, few studies have examined organic carbon
pools at different levels, or their driving factors. To better facilitate
a deeper understanding of carbon pool mechanisms,
comprehensive understanding and comparative analysis among
carbon pools is necessary. In this study, the Xilingol Typical Steppe
Region of Inner Mongolia was used as a case study to
quantitatively model vegetation, litter, soil, and ecosystem carbon
pools for the 2011–2018 period. The improved Terrestrial
Ecosystem Regional (TECO-R) model was used to perform carbon
stock simulations, which was modified and calibrated for local
application. The organic carbon pools at different levels were
compared and analyzed in terms of their spatial distribution, interannual variation, and climate-driving factors. The results showed
that the modified TECO-R model accurately simulated carbon
storage on the whole. From 2011 to 2018 year, the various organic
carbon pools increased overall and were characterized by different
degrees of clustering in their spatial distribution, inter-annual
variation, and climate-driving factors. Clear formation mechanisms
were observed in the soil, litter, and root carbon pools. As the soil
depth increased, the carbon stock of the root carbon pool and the
soil carbon pool decreased. Climate factors exerted different
degrees of constraints on each carbon pool. These findings
promote understanding of the compositional differences in
grassland carbon pools and the driving mechanism for these carbon
pools, which, taken together, can help shape the policy for carbon
sink management in grasslands.

METHODS

RESULTS

The TECO-R model is often employed in carbon stock simulations
of forest ecosystems(Zhou et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2007)，and,
therefore, needs to be adjusted to grassland ecosystems in order to
perform accurate analyses(Li et al., 2016; Li, 2013): (1)
considering the impact of herbivores and grass-cutting on the
carbon stock of the ecosystem—the herbivores feeding intensity
index (ea) and the grass cutting index (eb) were introduced into the
model; (2) as >80% of the root biomass in grassland vegetation is
distributed at a depth of 0 to 50 cm(Jackson et al., 1996), the root
system depth and soil layer depth of TECO-R model were set at 0
to 50 cm; and (3) as there is no coarse litter carbon pool in a
grassland ecosystem, only the litter carbon pool (qf) was set in the
model. The model was also improved based on the following two
aspects: (1) interpolation using the ANUSPLIN package—
elevation calculated from SRTM DEM data was introduced into
the model as a factor to enhance the interpolation accuracy of
meteorology data, which reflects the characteristics of climate data
changing with terrain; (2) images of 250-m spatial resolution were
used to achieve a more refined study of the region.

 Spatial distribution of carbon pools during 2011-2018

 Inter-annual change rate of carbon pools during 2011-2018

 Adjusted structure of TECO-R model
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In this study, we simulated the vegetation, litter, soil, and
ecosystem carbon pools based on the modified TECO-R model,
comparing the characteristics difference in detail from the
perspective of spatial-temporal distribution and climate driving
mechanism. The results showed that the modified TECO-R model
described in this paper resulted in accurate simulations that
estimated the overall requirement of carbon stock in the region.
From 2011 to 2018, the carbon stock of the carbon pools increased
in general, although different degrees of “clustering” were
observed in the spatial distribution, inter-annual variation, and
climate-driving effects on the carbon pools. Prominent features
were observed in the formation mechanism of the soil, litter, and
root carbon pools, and the carbon stock of the root and soil carbon
pools decreasing with soil depth. The interaction between climate
change and the carbon pool is not a simple linear relation, but
consists of different degrees of constraints, which can be
complemented by using the constraint line method. The results can
provide clear spatial information for developing grassland carbon
sink economy, as well as decision-making basis for grassland
ecosystem management. Future work of should focus on deeper
discussion on the scale effect and driving mechanism on the basis
of accurate simulation of carbon stock.
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The vegetation carbon pool (qv), the AGB carbon pool (qlw), root
at 0 to 20 cm depth (qr1), root at 20 to 50 cm depth (qr2), the litter
carbon pool (qf). The soil carbon pool is divided into 0 to 20 cm
depth (qs1) and 20 to 50 cm depth (qs2). The sum of carbon pools
qlw, qf, qr1, qr2, qs1, and qs2 for each year was taken as the carbon
stock of the entire ecosystem carbon pool and is designated as ec.
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